Abstmd-In the companion paper [l], a control law renders a 2x1-degree of freedom (DOF) nonlinear teleoperator (consisting of n-DOF master and slave robots) as a n-DOF common passive mechanical tool which has the usual robotic dynamics. In this paper, we develop a control methodology to endow the resulting n-DOF common passive mechanical tool with useful passive tool dynamics which incorporates inertia scaling, guidance / avoidance system while preserving energetic passivity of the closed-loop system. A fictitious energy storage i s used to scale the apparent inertia of the teleoperator. The passive velocity field control [2] for a velocity field tracking and artificial potential function are utilized for guidance / avoidance system. Thus, with the control law proposed in [l], the control law renders the.211-DOF teleoperator as a n-DOF common passive mechanical tool which has programmable apparent inertia and moves under the effects of.velocity / potential field tailored to-task objectives and obstacles in the workspace.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider a 2n-degree of freedom (DOF) nonlinear teleoperator consisting of n-DOF master and slave robots:
where p > 0 is a user-specified power scaling factor, M,, C,, q , F, T, are the inertia matrices, Coriolis matrices, configurations, human/environmental forcings, and control commands to the master and slave robots, respectively.
By achieving perfect coordination between the master and the slave configurations (i.e. a n-DOF holonomic constraint (ql = 9 2 ) is imposed) and energetic passivity of the closed loop system, the control law proposed in [l] reduces the 2n-DOF teleoperator (1)-(2) to a n-DOF common passive mechanical tool with the usual robotic dynamics:
(2) with q1 = QZ), Ft = pF1 + F2 is transformed human / environmental forcings and T t is control to be designed.
We call (3) the locked system, since it represents the teleoperator after being perfectly coordinated (locked).
In this paper, we propose a control methodology to endow the locked system (3) with useful task-specific passive tool dynamics, so that it becomes a n-DOF passive tool that assists the operator to perform the task efficiently. In order to do that, the control law will be designed to achieve the followings:
1. Inertia Scaling to scale down / up the apparent inertia of the teleoperator according to tasks. For example, scaling down the inertia is useful for good kinesthetic coupling or haptic feedback. Recall that ideal tmmparency of linear teleoperators is implied by zero apparent inertia with perfect coordination [3].
2.
Velocity Field Tracking to guide the teleoperator so that it moves along a preferred direction specified by a desired velocity field. See figue l for an example of velocity field, which guides the robot on x-y plane toward a preferred path. The Passive Velocity Field ControE (PVFC) figure 1 for an example of artificial potential field ("U" shape contour).
4. Energetic Passivity of the closed loop system to enhance safety of the operator and physical environments.
Thus, the control objective is to design TL in (3) to achieve: 
I' pFTq1-t FT&dT 2 -c2. (5)
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Control law that achieves inertia scaling, velocity field tracking and potential field is presented in section 11. Implementation of the control law that enforces closed-loop passivity is presented in section 111. Experimental results are presented in section IV. Section V contains some concluding remarks.
CONTROLLER DESIGN
Comparing the locked system dynamics (3) with the target locked system dynamics (4), it is easy to show that the control 
A . Passive Velocity Field Control
In order to make the locked system (3) move along the direction of a desired velocity field while preserving the passivity, the PVFC is utilized in this paper. We want the closed-loop locked system (3) to be energy-conserving while interacting with human operators / slave environments. Thus, the augmentation of a fictions energy storage which is used in the standard PVFC [2] is not used here.
&call that the locked system velocity q~ in ( Since the locked system configuration (U) can not be well-defined from (7), we define an assumed locked system configuration & by
invariant) velocity field VL(QL) at each -+ q1,Qz when Q E = 9 1 -92 + 0. Now, suppose that we are given a desired (times.t.
VL : + VL(QL) E TG
where T G is the locked system tangent (velocity) space. Then, we would like the locked system (3) to track the desired velocity field such that W ) + QVL(GL(t)) (8) for some scalar a. Notice that (8) implies ql(t) + avL((Qi(t)) and q2(t) + av~((clz(t)) when qE = qi -
VL determines asymptotic trajectories of the master and the slave robots).
We also want the locked system to be energyconserving when it follows the direction of the desired velocity field so that the controller does not increase nor decrease energy of the closed-loop locked system while following the velocity field. Therefore, we scale VL(QL(t)) in (8) to attain the constant energy condition:
where EV is a positive constant. Thus, VL is now a function of q: VL(q). In order to derive PVFC controller, we define skew-symmetric 7Wq, 4 = r{P(q)pT(q, 4) -P(q, 4)PT(q))l. (13)
The velocity field tracking objective (8) 
B. Artificial Potential finction
To prohibit regions in the workspace (obstacle avoidance), define positive-real potential functions on the master and the slave configuration spaces s.t. The effects of the potential functions (15) on the coordinated teleoperator (locked system: DvL(q) E Rnxl) and coordination error (shape system: z)cpE(q) E ginxl) are:
where S(q) is the decomposition matrix in (7). 1 1
9
Thus, the control i&(q,q) in (6) is designed to be
where scaling $ is chosen to have consistency with the inertia scaling 9 in (6). Control for the adverse effects of DpE(q) on the coordination will be discussed in the following section. 
CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION
Recall that the coordination control proposed in [l] has the form:
where TE is the control input for the shape system, ETf and are the coupling torque and velocity of the fictitious flywheel ( E M f ) with dynamics E M f E x f = ETf implemented in software, and K, > 0 is a symmetric kinematic feedback gain (spring). Energy stored in ' M f is used to generate the feedforward cancellation of the mismatched human / environment forcing without violating passivity. The negative semi-definiteness of 6a*, (t) enforces energetic passivity robustly in the sense that passivity is ensured despite of inaccurate force measurement and model uncertainty.
To scale the inertia and the potential field without violating passivity, another fictitious energy storage is implemented in software with the usual dynamics of flywheels:
where LMj is the inertia, L X f is the velocity of the flywheel and LTf is the coupling torque to be designed. Incorporating (6), (19) and L M j , the total controller is implemented in a negative semi-definite structure: coordination is guaranteed by the feedforward cancellation. 
Z. firthemore, suppose that ILkj
. Then, the target locked system dynamics (4) i s achieved.
Proof:
1. Recall from [l] that with the control (19) and (6), the shape system which represents coordination error is given by:
The skew-symmetric implementation structure n~ ( t ) has the following components: 1. The P W C control in (11)
where q~ is defined in (7), z)pE(q) is i n (17) and 
G ( t ) = $ML(q)ilL + !qgME(q)qE + $KpQE
where the threshold function g(z) is defined s.t.
Then, using (16), (17), (21), and (24), it can be shown that (23) using energy stored in E M f . The switching function p ( t )
is to turn on / off the feedforward cancellation to prevent energy in from depleting. The invariant region C is defined in [l] so that once the state enters into C at t = to, then ( E X f , q E , q E ) E C V t 2 to and the feedforward cancellation can be used afterwards without energy depletion in the flywheel E M f . Since ( q E , q E ) + 0 exponentially with the feedforward cancellation, we can still ensure that ( E 2 f ( t ) , q E ( t ) , q E ( t ) ) E C V t 2 0 with only finite amount of initial energy in E M f , so, hereafter, the due to the negative semi-definite QE(t) and skewsymmetric Q,(t) in (21), where
The last equality is from the decomposition (7) and its compatible transform
Thus, by integrating (26) using the fact that sn(t) > 0, we have the passivity condition (5) with c2 = ~~( 0 ) .
Since n E ( t ) + QL(t) is negative semi-definite regardless of accuracy in F I , F2, M l ( q l ) , M2(q2), the inequality (26) is preserved, thus passivity is ensured robustly. 
Since we assume that g ( L k f ( t ) )

IV. EXPERIMENT
Experiments are performed with the nonlinear teleop erator in figure 2 with 2ms sampling rate. A power scaling p = 15 is assumed with scaled-down inertia q = 0.5 and velocity / potentid fields as in figure 1. An aluminum wall is installed in the slave environment with rubber covering to suppress oscillation induced by the sampling ef€ect and (around the starting point), the teleoperator is moved easily by small human forcing due to the scaled-down inertia as shown by the large curvature of motion in figure 3. Note that only human forcing is generated while contacting with the potential field (figure 4). Even if the operator makes teleoperator digress from the velocity field initially (about 47sec), PVF' C enables the teleoperator to follow the velocity field without human intervention (negligible human forcing in figure 4) . The operator pushes against the potential field (6Osec) and the aluminum wall (55 and 70 sec) as in figure 4. Similar coordinations (&Z") are achieved in both cases. However, as in [l], the force feedback compensates for the compliance in the slave end-effector while pushing against the aluminum wall. Coordination error in the potential field is thought to be due to the model uncertainty.
A force scaling (around 10) is obtained while pushing against the aluminum wall (figure 4), which differs from the power scaling ( p = 15). This inconsistency is due to nonnegligible motion of the teleoperator in the rubber cover. Without the rubber, the power scaling became exactly the force scaling in [l] .
As in figure 5 , the locked flywheel energy decreases due to friction while scaliig down the inertia, since part of energy for inertia scaling-down is dissipated by the friction. The shape flywheel energy is stabilized.
V. CONCLUSION
With the coordination control in [l] , the control law proposed in this paper renders a 2n-DOF nonlinear teleoperator consisting of two n-DOF robots as a n-DOF passive robotic system which has programmable inertia with guidance / avoidance system. For guidance / avoidance system, passive velocity field control approach is utilized to make the teleoperator follow a desired velocity and artifkid potential function is used to render prohibited regions on the master and the slave configuration spaces. The proposed control also enforces energetic passivity of the closed loop system, so safety is enhanced. Some interesting experiments are performed to valid the proposed control scheme.
